LINE CARD

A-LIGHT

Recessed, surface, wall mount, pendant and cove luminaires.

ANOLIS

Cove, downlight, linear, facade and inground lighting, video projectors.

AQUARII

High output luminaires for auditorium, gym, performance, commercial spaces.

BEG CONTROLS

Worldwide leader in building automation technology.

BEGHELLI

Exit and emergency, industrial, hazardous location and solar lighting systems.

BRIGHTLINE

Videoconference and broadcast studio luminaires.

D'AC LIGHTING

Industrial styled decorative lighting, surface, wall mount, pendant and exterior.

ETC

Architectural and theatrical lighting and controls, rigging, color changing luminaires.

EVERBRITE LIGHTING

Lighting for healthcare, MRI rooms, color changing cove, troffer and graphics panels.

FINELITE

Pendant, surface, recessed and cove lighting, LED task lighting.

GMAX USA

Site, sports, industrial, commercial, facade and floodlighting.

GVA LIGHTING

Spot, flood and building outline lighting, accent and cove lighting.

IGUZZINI

Wide range of interior, exterior, landscape, inground and area lighting.

INVISUA

Tunable spectrum lighting for hospitality, retail and display.

KIRLIN LIGHTING

Downlights, wall washers, accent lights and medical luminaires.

NO. 8 LIGHTING

Premium grade downlights, accent lights, wall washers and monopoints.

NOVUS LIGHTING

Custom indoor and outdoor lighting, public transit and site luminaires.

OXYGEN LIGHTING

Decorative contemporary wall, ceiling, pendant and vanity luminaires.

SCOUT LIGHTING

Simple, modular linear LED fixtures with multiple output, color and beam options.

SGM LIGHTING

Entertainment and architectural spot and wash, moving lights.

SISTEMALUX

Wide range of contemporary interior and exterior lighting.

SMEDMARKS

Small scale lighting fixtures, interior and exterior.

STAGECRAFT

Theatrical power distribution and emergency transfer equipment.

TMB

Theatrical lighting and control specialties, cables, strobes, marquee and festoon.

TMS LIGHTING

Interior and exterior fixtures for wall, ceiling, pendant, sign and site lighting.

VIBIA

Decorative lighting for ceiling, wall, floor, table, pendants and outdoor.

VISA LIGHTING

Classic and modern decorative lighting, healthcare and custom lighting.

VISUAL LTG TECHNOLOGIES

High performance fiber optic lighting and LED luminaires, display lighting.

WAC LIGHTING

Wide range of residential, architectural, commercial and landscape lighting.
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